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braic techniques for computing quantum expectations of
operator exponentials (and their products) of quadratic
forms of quantum variables in Gaussian states. Such qu-
adratic-exponential functionals (QEFs) resemble quan-
tum statistical mechanical partition functions with quad-
ratic Hamiltonians and are also used as performance cri-
teria in quantum risk-sensitive filtering and control prob-
lems for linear quantum stochastic systems. We employ
a Lie-algebraic correspondence between complex sym-
plectic matrices and quadratic-exponential functions of
system variables of a quantum harmonic oscillator. The
complex symplectic factorizations are used together with
a parametric randomization of the quasi-characteristic or
moment-generating functions according to an auxiliary
classical Gaussian distribution. This reduces the QEF to
an exponential moment of a quadratic form of classical
Gaussian random variables with a complex symmetric
matrix and is applicable to recursive computation of such
moments.
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1 Introduction
Quantum probabilistic analysis of physical systems, gov-
erned by the laws of quantum mechanics, is often con-
cerned with expectations of nonlinear functions of sys-
tem variables, which are organised as linear operators
on an underlying Hilbert space [36]. When the quan-
tum variables play the role of infinitesimal generators
of semigroups, the generalised moments involve oper-
ator exponentials. For example, in Schwinger’s theory
of angular momentum [46], this gives rise to exponen-
tials of bilinear forms of the quantum-mechanical posi-
tion andmomentum operators (with the matrices of these
forms being specified by the Levi-Civita symbols from
the cross-product of vectors). Quadratic-exponential func-
tions of quantum variables are also present in the Gibbs-
Boltzmann equilibrium density operators of quantum sta-
tistical mechanics [5] for systems with quadratic Hamil-
tonians.
Such systems include quantum harmonic oscillators
(QHOs) and their open versions (OQHOs) [16] interact-
ing with the environment, which can involve quantum
fields (for example, nonclassical light), other quantum
systems or classical measuring devices, controllers and
actuators. These systems and their interconnections are
usually described in terms of linear quantum stochas-
tic differential equations (QSDEs) and other tools of the
Hudson-Parthasarathy quantum stochastic calculus [21,
25,40,43]. In combination with quantum feedback net-
work theory [19,30], this approach provides an impor-
tant modelling paradigm in linear quantum systems the-
ory [44,56,58]. The latter is concerned with quantum
filtering and control problems [2,3,6,7,13,28,29,31,38,
56] aiming to achieve stability, optimality, robustness and
other control objectives.
Quadratic-exponential moments of system variables
provide variational performance criteria for open quan-
tum control systems in such problems in the form of
quantum risk-sensitive cost functionals [28,29]. Their
minimization by an appropriate choice of feedback con-
trol secures a more conservative behaviour of the closed-
loop system. This manifests itself in moderation of large
deviations of the quantum trajectories [50] and robust-
ness with respect to system-environment state uncertain-
2ties described in terms of quantum relative entropy [39,
51,57]. However, unlike the mean square cost function-
als of classical linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) cont-
rollers [33] and Kalman filters [1], whose main features
are inherited by their counterparts in measurement-based
quantum control and filtering problems, risk-sensitive per-
formance criteria are not additive over time. Rather, they
have a multiplicative structure due to the presence of
time-ordered exponentials or operator exponentials of in-
tegral quantities. In view of the noncommutative nature
of the quantum system variables (in contrast to classical
risk-sensitive control [4,27,55]) this poses a number of
challenging problems in regard to the computation and
minimization of such cost functionals. At the same time,
it is the exponential penalization of the system variables
that makes the quadratic-exponential moments advanta-
geous (compared to the quadratic performance criteria)
in the sense of securing the robustness properties. These
issues are relevant to quantum computing [37], quantum
optics [54] and other applications, where controlled iso-
lation and disturbance attenuation for quantum systems
are of practical importance.
The present paper is concerned with the computa-
tion of quadratic-exponential moments for a finite num-
ber of quantum variables satisfying the Weyl canonical
commutation relations (CCRs) [15]. This class of op-
erators includes the quantum mechanical positions and
momenta (and related annihilation and creation opera-
tors [34,35]) as system variables of a QHO. We apply a
combination of algebraic and probabilistic techniques to
computing the quantum expectations of operator expo-
nentials (and their products) of quadratic forms of the
self-adjoint quantum variables in Gaussian states [41,
43]. As mentioned above, such quadratic-exponential fu-
nctionals (QEFs) resemble quantum statistical mechani-
cal partition functions and are used as performance crite-
ria in quantum risk-sensitive filtering and control prob-
lems. We employ an isomorphism between the Lie al-
gebras of complex Hamiltonian matrices and quadratic
forms of the quantum variables specified by complex
symmetric matrices. Due to Dynkin’s representation [12]
for the products of exponentials, this leads to a Lie-al-
gebraic correspondence between complex symplecticma-
trices and quadratic-exponential functions of the quan-
tum variables. These complex symplectic factorizations
are used together with a double averaging technique whi-
ch involves a parametric randomization of the quasi-cha-
racteristic or moment-generating functions (MGFs) ac-
cording to an auxiliary classical Gaussian distribution.
This reduces the QEF to an exponential moment of a
quadratic form of classical Gaussian random variables
with a complex symmetric matrix, which can be used for
recursive computation of such moments and continuous-
time extensions of these techniques. The approach of
this paper is related to but differs from the factorization
and averaging of quadratic-exponential functions of an-
nihilation and creation operators considered in [8] in the
context of Schwinger’s theory and in [42, Section 3] in
regard to the MGFs for the number operators in multi-
mode QHOs. On a conceptual level, these results have
common Lie-algebraic and quantum probabilistic roots
(see [18, Comment 3] and references therein).
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes
a double averaging technique for parameter-dependent
quantum variables. This technique is applied in Section 3
to quasi-characteristic functions of several quantum vari-
ables satisfying the Weyl CCRs. Section 4 employs he
multivariate parameter randomization for averaging the
products of quadratic-exponential functions of such vari-
ables. Section 5 combines this parameter randomization
with the complex symplectic factorizations of Appendix
C for computing the quadratic-exponential moment of
Gaussian quantum variables. Section 6 outlines recur-
rence relations for quadratic-exponential functions of qu-
antum variables. Section 7 makes some concluding re-
marks. Appendices A, B, C provide auxiliary lemmas
on the commutator of quadratic forms of quantum vari-
ables satisfying CCRs, their Lie-algebraic isomorphism
to complex Hamiltonian matrices, a product formula for
quadratic-exponential functions of such variables based
on Dynkin’s representation, and complex symplectic fac-
torizations for matrices of order two.
2 A quantum-classical characteristic function
identity
As a starting point for what follows, we will describe
an identity which involves double averaging. Let ξ be
a self-adjoint quantum variable on (a dense domain of)
a complex separable Hilbert space H with the spectral
decomposition
ξ =
∫
R
xS(dx), (1)
where S is a projection-valued measure on the σ -algebra
B of Borel subsets of the real line R satisfying S(A)S(B)
= S(A
⋂
B) for all A,B ∈B, with S(R) = I the identity
operator on H. Suppose H is endowed with a density op-
erator (quantum state) ρ which is a positive semi-definite
self-adjoint operator on H with unit trace Trρ = 1. Then
for any complex-valued function f on R (or an interval
containing the spectrum of ξ ), the quantum expectation
of the operator f (ξ ) :=
∫
R
f (x)S(dx) over ρ is given by
Eq f (ξ ) := Tr(ρ f (ξ )) =
∫
R
f (x)D(dx). (2)
Here, D is a probability measure related by D(A) :=
EqS(A) to the spectral measure S in (1), so that the self-
adjoint operator ξ alone can be regarded as a classical
real-valued random variable with the distributionD (see,
for example, [22]). In particular, the characteristic func-
tion of ξ takes the form
Φ(u) := Eqe
iuξ =
∫
R
eiuxD(dx), u ∈ R, (3)
where i :=
√−1 is the imaginary unit. In what follows,
we will consider the averaging of (3) over the parame-
ter u, which can be carried out by using an independent
3classical real-valued random variable ω with a probabil-
ity distribution F and the characteristic function
ϕ(v) := Ece
ivω =
∫
R
eiuvF(du), v ∈ R. (4)
Here, Ec(·) denotes the classical expectation.1 The fol-
lowing lemma employs the commutativity between the
quantum and classical averaging of parameter-dependent
operators:
EqEcg(ω,ξ ) = EcEqg(ω,ξ )
=
∫
R2
g(u,x)F(du)D(dx), (5)
where g : R2 → C is a complex-valued function on the
plane, absolutely integrable over the probability product-
measure F×D, and use is made of Fubini’s theorem to-
gether with (2) applied to the function f (x) :=Ecg(ω,x)
=
∫
R
g(u,x)F(du), and the relationEqg(u,ξ )=
∫
R
g(u,x)
D(dx).
Lemma 1 The characteristic functions Φ and ϕ of a
self-adjoint quantum variable ξ and an independent clas-
sical real-valued random variable ω in (3) and (4), re-
spectively, are related by
Eqϕ(ξ ) = EcΦ(ω). (6)
Proof The relation (6) is obtained by applying (5) to the
function g(u,x) := eiux and noting that Eqe
iuξ = Φ(u)
and Ece
ixω = ϕ(x) for all u,x ∈R in view of (3) and (4).

The left-hand side of (6) is a generalised moment of
the quantum variable ξ , whereas its right-hand side is a
generalised moment of the classical random variable ω .
These two moments are specified by the characteristic
functions ϕ and Φ and the probability distributions D
and F.
In particular, if ω is a Gaussian random variable with
zero mean and variance σ2, then its characteristic func-
tion ϕ in (4) takes the form
ϕ(v) = e−
1
2 σ
2v2 , (7)
and substitution into (6) leads to
Eqe
− 12σ2ξ 2 = EcΦ(ω)
=
1√
2piσ
∫
R
Φ(u)e
− u2
2σ2 du, (8)
where the integral applies to the case σ > 0. The left-
hand side of (8) is a quadratic-exponential moment of
the quantum variable ξ which is reduced on the right-
hand side to a classical average of its characteristic func-
tion over a Gaussian distribution for the argument of the
function. For example, if ξ is in a zero-mean Gaussian
1 which can also be considered in the framework of an appro-
priately augmented quantum probability space (H,A,ρ), where A
is a suitable ∗-algebra of linear operators on H
quantum state with a variance Σ2, then, similarly to (7),
the characteristic function Φ in (3) takes the form
Φ(u) = e−
1
2Σ
2u2 , (9)
which, in combination with (8), yields
Eqe
− 12 σ2ξ 2 = Ece−
1
2Σ
2ω2
=
1√
2piσ
∫
R
e
− 12
(
Σ2+ 1
σ2
)
u2
du
=
1√
1+Σ2σ2
. (10)
The quantum-classical characteristic function identity (6)
and its Gaussian version in (7)–(10) are valid irrespec-
tive of the particular structure of the quantum variable
ξ or the Hilbert space H. At the same time, the case of
a single self-adjoint operator considered above does not
contain, in itself, much “quantumness” because of the
isomorphism with a classical random variable. Never-
theless, the main idea of these identities (using the pa-
rameter randomization) admits an extension to a more
general setting of several (and even infinitely many) non-
commuting quantum variables without a joint probabil-
ity distribution. More precisely, let ξ1, . . . ,ξn be self-ad-
joint quantum variables (on a dense domain of the under-
lying Hilbert spaceH), and let ω1, . . . ,ωn be independent
classical real-valued random variables. Then
EcEq
n−→
∏
k=1
gk(ωk,ξk)
=
∫
Rn
Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
gk(uk,ξk)F1(du1)× . . .×Fn(dun)
=
∫
Rn
Tr
(
ρ
n−→
∏
k=1
gk(uk,ξk)
)
F1(du1)× . . .×Fn(dun)
= Tr
(
ρ
n−→
∏
k=1
∫
R
gk(uk,ξk)Fk(duk)
)
= Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
Ecgk(ωk,ξk). (11)
Here, g1, . . . ,gn :R
2→C are Borel measurable complex-
valued functions on the plane, and F1, . . . ,Fn are the mar-
ginal probability distributions of ω1, . . . ,ωn. Also,
n−→
∏
k=1
ζk := ζ1× . . .×ζn (12)
denotes the “rightward” product of elements ζ1, . . . ,ζn in
a noncommutative ring (for example, quantum variables
or complex matrices). The identity (11) is valid at least
in the case when the functions g1, . . . ,gn are bounded.
Since the quantum variables ξ1, . . . ,ξn do not commute
with each other, in general, they do not have a classical
joint probability distribution on Rn, and the quantum ex-
pectations in (11) are not reducible to such a distribution
(in contrast to the case of a single self-adjoint quantum
variable in (2)).
43 Unitary Weyl operators and quasi-characteristic
functions
Consider n self-adjoint quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn on
(a dense domain of) the underlying Hilbert space H, sat-
isfying the Weyl CCRs
WuWv = e
ivTΘu
Wu+v, u,v ∈ Rn, (13)
where Θ := (θ jk)16 j,k6n is a real antisymmetric matrix
of order n. Here, associated with the vector
X :=
X1...
Xn
 (14)
of the quantum variables (unless indicated otherwise, vec-
tors are organised as columns) are the unitary Weyl op-
erators [15]
Wu := e
iuTX (15)
on H parameterised by vectors u := (uk)16k6n ∈Rn. The
self-adjointness of the operator uTX =∑nk=1 ukXk implies
the relation
W
†
u = W−u (16)
for the adjoint of the Weyl operator in (15). It follows
from (13) that
[Wu,Wv] =−2isin(uTΘv)Wu+v, (17)
where [ξ ,η] := ξ η − ηξ is the commutator of linear
operators. When considered at the level of infinitesimal
generators (for small values of u and v), the relation (17)
yields the Heisenberg form of the Weyl CCRs (13) de-
scribed by the commutator matrix
[X ,XT] := ([X j,Xk])16 j,k6n
= XXT− (XXT)T = 2iΘ , (18)
where the transpose (·)T applies to a matrix with operator-
valued entries as if they were scalars. The entries 2iθ jk
of the matrix on the right-hand side of (18) represent
the operators 2iθ jkI . By a standard convention on lin-
ear operators, the corresponding matrix Θ ⊗I (where
⊗ is the tensor product) is identified with Θ . The Weyl
CCRs (13) can also be regarded as a particular case of the
Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula eξ+η = e−
1
2 [ξ ,η ]eξ eη
for operators ξ and η which commute with their com-
mutator, that is, [ξ , [ξ ,η]] = [η, [ξ ,η]] = 0 (see, for ex-
ample, [16, pp. 128–129]). Indeed, (18) leads to [iuTX ,
ivTX ] =−uT[X ,XT]v=−2iuTΘv which commutes with
any operator.
The quantum expectation of the Weyl operator Wu in
(15) gives rise to the complex-valued quasi-characteristic
function (QCF)
Φ(u) := EqWu = Φ(−u), u ∈ Rn, (19)
where the second equality describes the Hermitian prop-
erty of Φ and follows from (16). The relation W0 = I
implies that Φ(0) = 1. Furthermore, the unitarity of Wu
leads to |Φ(u)|6 1 for all u∈Rn, similarly to the classi-
cal case. However, in view of the Weyl CCRs (13) in the
quantum mechanical setting, the Bochner-Khinchin pos-
itiveness criterion [17] for the characteristic functions
of classical probability distributions is replaced with its
modified version [9,24] in the form of positive semi-
definiteness of the complex Hermitian matrix
(
e
iuTjΘuk
Φ(u j − uk)
)
16 j,k6N
for any u1, . . . ,uN ∈ Rn and N =
1,2,3, . . .. In the case Θ 6= 0, the QCF Φ itself does not
have to be positive [23].
In order to extend the parameter randomization tech-
nique of Section 2 to the multivariable case, we will need
a factorization of the Weyl operator Wu in (15) into uni-
variate Weyl operators, which is given below for com-
pleteness (see also [48, Appendix B] or [49, Section 6]).
To this end, for any matrixM := (m jk)16 j,k6n, we denote
by M⋄ the matrix of the same order with the entries
(M⋄) jk :=
{
m jk if j 6 k
mk j if j > k
, (20)
so thatM⋄ is a symmetric matrix which inherits its main
diagonal and the upper triangular part (above the main
diagonal) from M. Only symmetric matrices are invari-
ant under the linear operation (·)⋄ (that is, M⋄ = M is
equivalent toMT=M). Also, ifM is antisymmetric, then
M⋄ has zeros over the main diagonal.
Lemma 2 The Weyl operator (15), associated with the
self-adjoint quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn satisfying the
Weyl CCRs (13), admits the factorization
Wu = e
i
2 u
TΘ⋄ueiu1X1 × . . .× eiunXn (21)
for any u := (uk)16k6n ∈ Rn. Here,Θ ⋄ is a real symmet-
ric matrix of order n defined by (20) in terms of the CCR
matrix Θ in (18).
Proof The factorization (21) can be obtained by repeat-
edly applying theWeyl CCRs (13), from which it follows
by induction that
Wu = e
i∑
n−1
j=1 u je
T
jΘenunW
∑n−1j=1 u je j
Wunen
=
n−→
∏
k=1
e
i∑
k−1
j=1 u je
T
jΘekukWukek
= ei∑16 j<k6nθ jku juk
n−→
∏
k=1
Wukek
= e
i
2 u
TΘ⋄u
n−→
∏
k=1
Wukek (22)
for any u := (uk)16k6n ∈ Rn, where
ek := [0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
k−1 zeros
,1, 0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k zeros
]T
is the kth standard basis vector in Rn, so that Wukek =
eiukXk , and (22) establishes (21). Here, use is made of
5(12) and the identity∑16 j<k6n θ jku juk =
1
2
uTΘ ⋄u, where,
in view of (20), the real symmetric matrix Θ ⋄ inherits
the upper off-diagonal entries and the zero main diago-
nal from Θ . 
By taking the quantum expectation on both sides of
(21) and recalling the QCF Φ from (19), it follows that
Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
eiukXk = Φ(u)e−
i
2 u
TΘ⋄u, u ∈ Rn. (23)
Although the left-hand side of (23) is a special parameter-
dependent moment of the quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn,
this relation can be used for computingmore general mo-
ments.
4 Parameter randomization in the multivariable
case
As in (11), let ω1, . . . ,ωn be independent classical real-
valued random variableswith characteristic functions ϕ1,
. . . ,ϕn, respectively. They are assembled into a random
vector
ω :=
ω1...
ωn
 (24)
whose characteristic function is the tensor product of the
marginal characteristic functions: (ϕ1⊗ . . .⊗ϕn)(u) =
ϕ1(u1)× . . .×ϕn(un) for any u := (uk)16k6n ∈ Rn.
Theorem 1 For self-adjoint quantum variables X1, . . . ,
Xn, which satisfy the Weyl CCRs (13) and have the QCF
Φ in (19), and independent classical real-valued ran-
dom variables ω1, . . . ,ωn with characteristic functions
ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn, these functions are related by
Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
ϕk(Xk) = Ec
(
Φ(ω)e−
i
2 ω
TΘ⋄ω
)
. (25)
Here, ω is the classical random vector from (24), and,
as in Lemma 2, the matrix Θ ⋄ is associated by (20) with
the CCR matrix Θ in (18).
Proof By evaluating both parts of (23) at the random
vector u = ω and applying the classical expectation, it
follows that
EcEq
n−→
∏
k=1
eiωkXk = Ec
(
Φ(ω)e−
i
2ω
TΘ⋄ω). (26)
Since the classical and quantum expectations commute
with each other, and the random variables ω1, . . . ,ωn are
independent, the left-hand side of (26) can be computed
by using (11) as
EcEq
n−→
∏
k=1
eiωkXk =Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
Ece
iωkXk =Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
ϕk(Xk). (27)
This is a multivariable counterpart of (6), which employs
the fact that eiω1X1 , . . . ,eiωnXn are statistically indepen-
dent random elements (random unitary operators on the
Hilbert space H). A combination of (26) and (27) leads
to (25). 
In particular, suppose ω1, . . . ,ωn are independent stan-
dard normal (zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian) random
variables. Then their characteristic functions ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn
are given by (7) with σ = 1, and the relation (25) takes
the form
EqY =
1
(2pi)n/2
∫
Rn
Φ(u)e−
1
2 u
T(In+iΘ
⋄)udu (28)
(with In the identity matrix of order n) whose left-hand
side is a quadratic-exponential product moment of the
quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn involving the operator
Y :=
n−→
∏
k=1
e−
1
2X
2
k , (29)
which is a contraction due to positive semi-definiteness
of the operators X21 , . . . ,X
2
n . The right-hand side of (28)
admits closed-form calculation, for example, if X1, . . . ,Xn
are in a zero-mean Gaussian state [41] with a quantum
covariance matrix
Eq(XX
T) = P+ iΘ < 0 (30)
(whose positive semi-definiteness reflects the general-
ized Heisenberg uncertainty principle [22]), where P is a
real positive semi-definite symmetric matrix of order n.
In this case, the QCF (19) is given by
Φ(u) = e−
1
2 ‖u‖2P , u ∈ Rn, (31)
where ‖u‖P :=
√
uTPu= |√Pu| is a weighted Euclidean
semi-norm. Substitution of (31) into (28) reduces the
quadratic-exponential product moment to a Gaussian in-
tegral
EqY =
1
(2pi)n/2
∫
Rn
e−
1
2 u
T(P+In+iΘ
⋄)udu
=
1√
det(P+ In+ iΘ ⋄)
. (32)
In general, the quantity on the right-hand side of (32) is
complex-valued, which is in line with the fact that the
operator Y in (29) is not self-adjoint. A real-valued ver-
sion of the quadratic-exponential product moment above
can be defined by
Eq(YY
†) = Eq
( n−→
∏
j=1
e
− 12X2j
n←−
∏
k=1
e−
1
2X
2
k
)
, (33)
where, similarly to (12),
n←−
∏
k=1
ζk := ζn× . . .×ζ1
6is the “leftward” product of quantum variables ζ1, . . . ,ζn.
The moment (33) is real-valued since the operatorYY † is
self-adjoint. Its computation can be carried out by using
an augmented vector of the quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn
duplicated in reverse order as
X :=

X1
...
Xn
Xn
...
X1

=
[
X
RX
]
=
[
In
R
]
X , (34)
where
R :=
0 · · · 1... ··· ...
1 · · · 0
 (35)
is a Hankel matrix of order n whose entries are zeros
except for the main anti-diagonal which consists of ones.
The vector X in (34) is also in a zero-mean Gaussian
state, and its quantum covariance matrix is related to that
of X in (30) by
K := Eq(X X
T) =
[
In
R
]
(P+ iΘ )
[
In R
]
, (36)
where use is made of the symmetry of R in (35). There-
fore, application of Theorem 1 to the augmented vector
X in (34) yields an appropriate modification of (32):
Eq(YY
†) = Eq
( n−→
∏
j=1
ϕ(X j)
n←−
∏
k=1
ϕ(Xk)
)
= Ec
(
Φ(ω)exp
(
− i
2
ωT
([
In
R
]
Θ
[
In R
])⋄
ω
))
= Ece
− 12ωTK⋄ω
=
1
(2pi)n
∫
R2n
e−
1
2 u
T(I2n+K
⋄)udu
=
1√
det(I2n+K⋄)
, (37)
where ω is a classical zero-mean Gaussian R2n-valued
random vector with the identity covariance matrix (so
that ω consists of 2n independent standard normal ran-
dom variables). The right-hand side of (37) is a positive
quantity, which does not exceed 1 since the operatorYY †
is also a contraction (inheriting this property from Y in
(29)). Moreover, it admits the upper bound
Eq(YY
†)6
1
(2pi)n
∫
R2n
e−
1
2 u
T(I2n+ReK
⋄)udu
=
1√
det(I2n+ReK)
=
1√
det(In+2P)
. (38)
Here, we have also used the fact that the real part of the
quantum covariance matrix K in (36) is the symmetric
matrix
ReK =
[
In
R
]
P
[
In R
]
whose spectrum differs only by zeros from the spectrum
of the matrix 2P due to the orthogonality of the symmet-
ric matrix R in (35):[
In R
][In
R
]
P= (In+R
2)P= 2P.
The real-valuedness of the determinant in (37) can also
be established directly by computing the determinant in
a recursive fashion.
By using the transformation ω 7→ −iω , which re-
places the characteristic functions with the MGFs, and
an analytic continuation argument, (25) of Theorem 1
can be modified as
Eq
n−→
∏
k=1
ψk(Xk) = Ec
(
Ψ(ω)e
i
2ω
TΘ⋄ω
)
, (39)
provided the expectations exist. Here, ψ1, . . . ,ψn are the
marginal MGFs of the independent classical random vari-
ables ω1, . . . ,ωn, and
Ψ(u) := Φ(−iu) = EqeuTX , u ∈ Rn, (40)
is the MGF for the quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn.
5 Averaging the quadratic-exponential functions of
Gaussian quantum variables
We will now combine the parameter randomization tech-
nique of the previous section with complex symplectic
factorizations of Appendix C in order to compute the
QEF
Ξ := Eqe
XTΠX (41)
for the vectorX of self-adjoint quantum variablesX1, . . . ,
Xn in (14), satisfying the Weyl CCRs (13), where Π
is a real positive definite symmetric matrix of order n.
The following formulates relevant notation and condi-
tions and, in essence, provides the proof of Theorem 2
below. Let the CCR matrixΘ be nonsingular. Then there
exists a nonsingular matrix T ∈ Rn×n such that
Θ = TJTT, J :=
1
2
(Iν ⊗J), ν := n
2
, (42)
where ⊗ is the Kronecker product of matrices, and
J :=
[
0 1
−1 0
]
(43)
spans the subspace of antisymmetric matrices of order 2.
Hence, T−1X consists of self-adjoint quantum variables
which satisfy
[T−1X ,(T−1X)T] = T−1[X ,XT]T−T
= 2iT−1ΘT−T = 2iJ
7with the CCR matrix J, where (·)−T := ((·)−1)T. Since
TTΠT ≻ 0, then, by Williamson’s symplectic diagonal-
ization theorem [52,53] (see also [11, pp. 244–245]),
there exists a symplectic matrix V ∈ Rn×n (satisfying
VJVT = J) such that
VTTTΠTV = Λ ⊗ I2, Λ := diag
16k6ν
(λk), (44)
where λ1, . . . ,λν are positive real numbers (the symplec-
tic eigenvalues of the matrix TTΠT ). Hence,
Z :=V−1T−1X (45)
inherits the CCR matrix J from the vector T−1X and, up
to an isomorphism, can be formed from ν pairs (qk, pk)
of conjugate position qk and momentum pk :=−i∂qk op-
erators, k = 1, . . . ,ν , acting on the Schwartz space [47]
on Rν :
Z :=

q1
p1
...
qν
pν
 . (46)
Indeed, each of the position-momentum pairs has the
CCR matrix 1
2
J, and the quantum variables in different
pairs commute with each other:[[
q j
p j
]
,
[
qk
pk
]T]
= iδ jkJ, j,k= 1, . . . ,ν, (47)
where δ jk is the Kronecker delta, and the matrix J is
given by (43). From (44)–(46), it follows that
XTΠX = ZTVTTTΠTVZ
= ZT(Λ ⊗ I2)Z
=
ν
∑
k=1
λk(q
2
k + p
2
k),
which, in view of the interpair commutativity in (47),
implies that
eX
TΠX =
ν
∏
k=1
eλk(q
2
k+p
2
k ). (48)
Application of (C9) and (C10) to each of the factors in
(48) leads to
eλk(q
2
k+p
2
k) = eαkq
2
k eβk p
2
k eαkq
2
k (49)
where
αk =
1
2
tanhλk, βk =
1
2
sinh(2λk), k= 1, . . . ,ν,
(50)
and hence,
eX
TΠX =
ν
∏
k=1
(
eαkq
2
k eβk p
2
k eαkq
2
k
)
, (51)
whose right-hand side is the product of ν pairwise com-
muting positive definite self-adjoint quantum variables
(each of which is a product of three noncommuting quan-
tum variables). We will now rearrange the positions and
momenta in triples to form a vectorZ := (Zk)16k63ν as
Z :=

q1
p1
q1
...
qν
pν
qν

= FZ, F := Iν ⊗
1 00 1
1 0
 , (52)
where the structure of the binary matrix F ∈ {0,1}3ν×n
follows from (46). By taking the quantum expectation on
both sides of (51) and applying (39) and (40) to (52), it
follows that the QEF (41) can be computed as
Ξ = Eq
3ν−→
∏
k=1
ψk(Zk) = Ec
(
Ψ(ω)e
i
2 ω
T(FJFT)⋄ω
)
. (53)
Here, ω := (ωk)16k63ν is a classical random vector con-
sisting of independent zero-mean Gaussian random vari-
ables with variances
Ec(ω
2
3k−2) = Ec(ω
2
3k) = 2αk, (54)
Ec(ω
2
3k−1) = 2βk, k = 1, . . . ,ν, (55)
and the corresponding MGFs
ψ3k−2(z) = ψ3k(z) = eαkz
2
,
ψ3k−1(z) = eβkz
2
.
In (53), use is also made of the operation (·)⋄ from (20),
together with the MGF Ψ and the CCR matrix FJFT
of the vector Z in (52), with the matrix J given by (42).
Therefore, if the quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn in (14) are
in a zero-mean Gaussian state with the quantum covari-
ance matrix (30), thenZ is also in a zero-meanGaussian
state with
L := Eq(Z Z
T)
= FEq(ZZ
T)FT
= FV−1T−1(P+ iΘ )T−TV−TFT
= FV−1T−1PT−TV−TFT+ iFJFT, (56)
and hence, its MGF takes the form
Ψ(u) = Eqe
uTZ = e
1
2 ‖T−TV−TFTu‖2P , u ∈R3ν . (57)
8Substitution of (57) into (53) leads to
Ξ = Ece
1
2 (‖T−TV−TFTω‖2P+iωT(FJFT)⋄ω)
= Ece
1
2ω
TL⋄ω
=
1
(2pi)3ν/2
√
det℧
∫
R3ν
e−
1
2 u
T(℧−1−L⋄)udu
=
1√
det(I3ν −℧L⋄)
6
1√
det(I3ν −℧ReL)
(58)
(similarly to (37) and (38)), where
℧ := Ec(ωω
T) = 2blockdiag
16k6ν
(αk,βk,αk) (59)
is the diagonal covariance matrix of the auxiliary classi-
cal zero-mean Gaussian random vector ω with the vari-
ances (54), (55). The expectations in (58) exist if the
quantum and classical covariance matrices L and ℧ in
(56) and (59) satisfy
r(℧ReL)< 1, (60)
where r(·) is the spectral radius of a square matrix. The
above calculations differ from the approach of [42, Sec-
tion 3] involving a related problem of computing the
MGF for the number operators in QHOs and are sum-
marised in the following theorem along with an addi-
tional insight into (60).
Theorem 2 Suppose the vector X of self-adjoint quan-
tum variables X1, . . . ,Xn in (14), satisfying the Weyl CCRs
(13), has a nonsingular CCR matrix Θ and is in a zero-
mean Gaussian state with the quantum covariance ma-
trix (30). Also, let the matrix Π in (41) be positive defi-
nite. Furthermore, suppose (60) is satisfied for the matri-
ces L and ℧ in (56) and (59), associated with the trans-
formation of Θ to a canonical form and symplectic di-
agonalization of TTΠT as described by (42)–(52). Then
the QEF Ξ can be computed as in (58). Moreover, for
the fulfillment of (60), it is sufficient that
r(PΠ) max
16k6ν
sinh(2λk)
λk
< 1. (61)
Proof With (58) established above, it remains to discuss
the condition (60). Since ℧ and L are covariance matri-
ces, (60) is equivalent to the matrix ℧ReL being a con-
traction, that is,
√
℧ReL
√
℧ ≺ I3ν . The latter inequality
can be represented as
√
℧FV−1T−1PT−TV−TFT
√
℧
=
√
℧FV−1T−1Π−1/2
√
ΠP
√
ΠΠ−1/2
×T−TV−TFT
√
℧≺ I3ν (62)
in view of (56). Now, it follows from (44) that
V−1T−1Π−1T−TV−T = Λ−1⊗ I2 = diag
16k6ν
(λ−1k )⊗ I2
and hence,
√
℧FV−1T−1Π−1T−TV−TFT
√
℧
=2blockdiag
16k6ν
( 1
λk
diag(
√
αk,
√
βk,
√
αk)
×
[
1 0
0 1
1 0
][
1 0 1
0 1 0
]
diag(
√
αk,
√
βk,
√
αk)
)
=2blockdiag
16k6ν
 1
λk
αk 0 αk0 βk 0
αk 0 αk

42 max
16k6ν
βk
λk
I3ν (63)
due to the structure of the matrices F and ℧ in (52)
and (59). Here, use is made of the properties that the
spectrum of the matrix
[
α 0 α
0 β 0
α 0 α
]
is {0,2α,β} and that
2αk = tanhλk < λk < βk in view of (50) and λk > 0 for
all k = 1, . . . ,ν . Therefore, since
√
ΠP
√
Π 4 r(PΠ)In,
then (63) implies that (61) is sufficient for (62), that is,
(60). 
The proof of Theorem 2 shows that the condition
(61), which is only sufficient in general, is also necessary
for (60) in the case when P = λΠ−1 for some λ > 0.
Also, being concerned with the quantum setting, (61)
is more conservative than its counterpart P ≺ (2Π)−1
which secures the finiteness of the QEF (41) in the clas-
sical Gaussian case. This conservativeness is particularly
pronounced when at least one of the symplectic eigen-
values λ1, . . . ,λν of the matrix T
TΠT in (44) is large.
In the classical limit, as the CCR matrix Θ goes to 0, so
does the matrix T in (42), and the symplectic spectrum
of TTΠT collapses to 0, in which case the maximum in
(61) tends to 2, thus recovering asymptotically the clas-
sical setting:
lim
Θ→0
Ξ =
1√
det(In−2PΠ)
. (64)
In the context of quantum risk-sensitive control [28,29,
50,51], the weighting matrix Π is usually scaled as Π 7→
θΠ by a positive parameter θ > 0, and so also is the
symplectic spectrum of Π . In this case, the QEF (41)
acquires a dependence on θ , which is different from that
of the corresponding classical cost 1√
det(In−2θPΠ)
in (64).
6 Recurrence relations for quadratic-exponential
functions of quantum processes
Complementing the previous discussion, consider a dis-
crete-time quantum process X := (X0,X1,X2, . . .), where
Xk is a vector consisting of an even number n of self-
adjoint quantum variables on an underlying Hilbert space
9H satisfying the CCRs
[XN ,X
T
N ] = 2iΘN , XN :=
X0...
XN
= [XN−1XN
]
,
(65)
where the CCR matrix ΘN of order (N+ 1)n admits the
recurrence representation
ΘN =
[
ΘN−1 −σTN
σN θN
]
, N = 1,2,3, . . . , (66)
in terms of auxiliary matrices σN ∈ Rn×Nn and θN (with
the latter being a real antisymmetric matrix of order n)
such that
[XN ,X
T
N−1] = 2iσN , [XN,X
T
N ] = 2iθN .
In particular, the sequence X can result as Xk = x(kε)
from considering a continuous-time quantum process x
at discrete instants with time step ε > 0. If x is associ-
ated with the Heisenberg evolution of the system vari-
ables of an OQHO (which preserves the CCRs in time),
then the matrixΘN is block Toeplitz. However, the sub-
sequent discussion does not employ this particular struc-
ture (and rather interprets X as a general collection of
indexed quantum variables). We will be concerned with
two classes of nonanticipating quadratic-exponential fun-
ctions of the quantum process X . For a given but oth-
erwise arbitrary time horizon N = 0,1,2, . . ., consider a
self-adjoint quantum variable
QN := RNe
XT0 C0X0R
†
N
= eX
T
N CNXNQN−1eX
T
N CNXN , (67)
where
RN :=
N←−
∏
k=1
eX
T
k CkXk = eX
T
N CNXNRN−1 (68)
is an auxiliary (not necessarily self-adjoint) quantum vari-
able, withC0,C1,C2, . . . being appropriately dimensioned
real symmetric matrices. The initial conditions for (67)
and (68) are
Q0 = e
XT0 C0X0 , R0 = I . (69)
The definitions (67)–(69) describe a discrete-time ana-
logue of the quantum risk-sensitive cost functionals [28,
29] (see also [10,57]) in measurement-based quantum
control and filtering problems (employing continuous ti-
me ordered exponentials). Another class of nonanticipat-
ing quadratic-exponential functions of the quantum pro-
cess X is provided by
EN := e
X TN ΠNXN , (70)
with ΠN a real symmetric matrix of order (N+1)n, and
correspond to recent developments [50,51] on quantum
extensions of the classical risk-sensitive control prob-
lems [4,27,55]. Although EN does not have a multiplica-
tive structure in contrast to QN and RN , there is a corre-
spondence between these two classes of quantum vari-
ables QN and EN . To this end, we will need an entire
function
ϒ (z) :=
∫ 1
0
ezvdv=
{
1 for z= 0
ez−1
z
for z 6= 0
=
+∞
∑
k=0
zk
(k+1)!
(71)
of a complex variable. Its role is clarified by the identities
exp
([
α 0
β 0
])
=
[
eα 0
βϒ (α) I
]
, (72)
exp
([
0 β
0 α
])
=
[
I βϒ (α)
0 eα
]
, (73)
which hold for appropriately dimensioned matrices α
and β and are particular cases of the representation [20]
for the matrix exponentials of block triangular matrices,
with the function ϒ from (71) being evaluated in (72)
and (73) at a square matrix α .
Theorem 3 Suppose ΠN andCN are real symmetric ma-
trices of order (N+1)n which satisfy the recurrence equa-
tion
e4iΘNΠN =e4iΘNCN
×
[
exp(4iΘN−1ΠN−1) 0
4iσNΠN−1ϒ (4iΘN−1ΠN−1) In
]
× e4iΘNCN , N = 1,2,3, . . . , (74)
with the initial condition Π0 = C0. Then the quantum
variables QN in (67) and EN in (70) coincide: QN = EN .
Proof Since X0 = X0 in view of (65), the fulfillment of
Π0 =C0 impliesQ0 = E0 due to (69) and (70) for N = 0.
From Lemmas 4 and 5 of Appendix B, it follows that if
e4iΘNΠN =
N←−
∏
k=1
exp
(
4iΘN
[
Ck 0
0 0
])
× exp
(
4iΘN
[
C0 0
0 0
])
×
N−→
∏
k=1
exp
(
4iΘN
[
Ck 0
0 0
])
=e4iΘNCN exp
(
4iΘN
[
ΠN−1 0
0 0
])
e4iΘNCN , (75)
then QN = EN . Here, use is made of the relations
X
T
k CkXk = X
T
N
[
Ck 0
0 0
]
XN , k = 0, . . . ,N−1,
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which employ the fact that Xk is a subvector of
XN =

Xk
Xk+1
...
XN

in (65) for any such k. The block partitioning (66) im-
plies that
ΘN
[
ΠN−1 0
0 0
]
=
[
ΘN−1ΠN−1 0
σNΠN−1 0
]
,
and hence, application of the identity (72) yields
exp
(
4iΘN
[
ΠN−1 0
0 0
])
=
[
exp(4iΘN−1ΠN−1) 0
4iσNΠN−1ϒ (4iΘN−1ΠN−1) In
]
. (76)
The relation (74) can now be obtained by substituting
(76) into (75). 
We will now apply Theorem 3 to the case when the
quadratic forms X Tk CkXk in (67) and (68) depend on
the current quantum variables:
X
T
k CkXk = X
T
k DkXk, (77)
where Dk is a real symmetric matrix of order n, so that
Ck =
[
0 0
0 Dk
]
(78)
for all k = 1,2,3, . . ., with C0 = D0. The relation (77) is
secured by (78) since, in view of (65), the vector Xk is
an appropriate subvector of Xk. A combination of (66)
with (78) leads to
ΘNCN =
[
0 −σTNDN
0 θNDN
]
,
and hence,
e4iΘNCN =
[
In −4iσTNDNϒ (4iθNDN)
0 exp(4iθNDN)
]
(79)
in view of the identity (73). Substitution of (79) into (74)
of Theorem 3 yields
e4iΘNΠN =
[
In −4iσTNDNϒ (4iθNDN)
0 exp(4iθNDN)
]
×
[
exp(4iΘN−1ΠN−1) 0
4iσNΠN−1ϒ (4iΘN−1ΠN−1) In
]
×
[
In −4iσTNDNϒ (4iθNDN)
0 exp(4iθNDN)
]
. (80)
Together with the averaging results of Section 5, the re-
currence relations of Theorem 3 and (80) between the
two classes of quadratic-exponential functions of quan-
tum variables admit continuous-time versions for quan-
tum processes governed by linear QSDEs. Such exten-
sions will be developed elsewhere (some of their aspects
were tackled in [50,51]).
7 Conclusion
We have applied parameter randomization and complex
symplectic factorization techniques to computing quad-
ratic-exponential moments of Gaussian quantum vari-
ables. One of the ingredients of this approach is dou-
ble averaging over the quantum state and auxiliary in-
dependent classical random variables. Another property,
which underlies the method, is an isomorphism between
the Lie algebras of complex Hamiltonian matrices and
quadratic forms of the quantum variables with complex
symmetric matrices. Due to Dynkin’s representation for
the products of exponentials, this has led to complex
symplectic factorizations, which reduce the quadratic-
exponential moments to averaging the QCFs or MGFs of
quantum variables over an auxiliary classical Gaussian
distribution. We have discussed their closed-form cal-
culation in terms of quadratic-exponential moments of
classical Gaussian random variables, and outlined a re-
cursive implementation of this approach. The computa-
tion of quadratic-exponential moments for a finite num-
ber of quantum variables, discussed in the present pa-
per, is amenable to continuous-time extensions concern-
ing filtering and control problems for linear quantum
stochastic systems with risk-sensitive performance cri-
teria.
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A Commutator for quadratic forms of quantum
variables satisfying CCRs
The following lemma is similar to the commutation relations for
bilinear functions of annihilation and creation operators (see, for
example, [26, Appendix B] and [45, Lemma 4.2]), whose expo-
nentials are considered in Schwinger’s theorems [8].
Lemma 3 For the vector X of self-adjoint quantum variables X1,
. . . ,Xn in (14) satisfying the CCRs (18), the commutator of their
quadratic forms
ξ := XTAX , η := XTBX , (A1)
specified by complex symmetric matrices A and B of order n, is
computed as
[ξ ,η ] = XTCX . (A2)
Here,
C := 4i(AΘB−BΘA) (A3)
is also a complex symmetric matrix of order n.
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Proof In view of (A1), it follows from the antisymmetry and deriva-
tion properties of the commutator that
[ξ ,X ] =−[X ,XT]AX +(XTA[X ,XT])T
=−2iΘAX +2i(XTAΘ )T
=−4iΘAX , (A4)
where use is also made of the symmetry of A and the antisymmetry
of the CCR matrixΘ . By a similar reasoning, (A1) and (A4) imply
that
[ξ ,η ] = [ξ ,X ]TBX +XTB[ξ ,X ]
=−4i((ΘAX)TBX +XTBΘAX)
= 4iXT(AΘB−BΘA)X ,
which establishes (A2) in view of (A3). 
If a quadratic form of the quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn, men-
tioned in Lemma 3, is specified by an arbitrary (not necessar-
ily symmetric) matrix, then its antisymmetric part gives rise to
an additive constant which does not contribute to the commuta-
tor. Indeed, due to the CCRs (18), for any antisymmetric matrix
C := (c jk)16 j,k6n =−CT ∈ Cn×n,
XTCX =
n
∑
j,k=1
c jkX jXk =
n
∑
j,k=1
ck jXkX j
=−
n
∑
j,k=1
c jkXkX j =−
n
∑
j,k=1
c jk(X jXk− [X j ,Xk])
=−XTCX +2i
n
∑
j,k=1
c jkθ jk =−XTCX −2iTr(CΘ )
=−iTr(CΘ ).
This clarifies why both quadratic forms in (A1), whose commuta-
tor in (A2) is the subject of the lemma, are specified by symmetric
matrices without loss of generality. Also, Lemma 3 shows that the
quadratic forms of a given set of quantum variables, satisfying the
CCRs, form a Lie algebra.
B A product formula for quadratic exponential
functions of quantum variables with CCRs
In view of Lemma 3, the Lie algebra of quadratic forms XTCX of
self-adjoint quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn satisfying the CCRs (13)
with a nonsingular CCR matrix Θ is isomorphic to the Lie algebra
C := {ΘC : C =CT ∈ Cn×n} (B1)
of complex Hamiltonian matrices (which generate the group of
complex symplectic matrices S ∈ Cn×n satisfying SΘST = Θ , so
that ezG is symplectic for any z∈C and G∈ C). Indeed, since (A3)
is equivalent to
4iΘC = [4iΘA,4iΘB]
(in view of detΘ 6= 0), this isomorphism is described by the cor-
respondence
XTCX ←→ 4iΘC, (B2)
which leads to the following product formula for the exponentials
of the quadratics (cf. [18, Comment 3]). To this end, we will need
Dynkin’s representation [12]
ln(eξ eη ) =−
+∞
∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
(eξ eη −I )k
=−
+∞
∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
∑
a1,b1,...,ak ,bk>0: a j+b j>0 for all j=1,...,k
k−→
∏
j=1
( 1
a j!b j!
ξ a jηb j
)
=−
+∞
∑
k=1
(−1)k
k
∑
a1,b1,...,ak ,bk>0: a j+b j>0 for all j=1,...,k
1
∑kj=1(a j +b j)
( k−1−→
∏
j=1
ad
a j
ξ
ad
b j
η
)
((ad
ak
ξ
ad
bk−1
η )(η))
=ξ +η +T (adξ ,adη , [ξ ,η ]), (B3)
where ξ and η are (in general, noncommuting) variables, and the
linear superoperator adσ := [σ , ·] is the commutator with a given
operator σ . Here,
T (α ,β ,γ) =
+∞
∑
k=1
∑
a1,b1,...,ak,bk>0
ca1b1...akbk
× (αa1 ◦β b1 ◦ . . . ◦αak ◦β bk )(γ) (B4)
is a formal power series which consists of monomials of super-
operators α and β acting on an operator γ , where the coefficients
ca1b1...akbk ∈ R can be recovered from (B3). For what follows, we
associate with the nonsingular CCRmatrixΘ a map E which maps
a complex symmetric matrix C =CT ∈ Cn×n to the matrix
E (C) := e4iΘC. (B5)
This can also be identified with the exponential map of the in-
finitesimal generators from the Lie algebra C in (B1) to the group
of complex symplectic matrices.
Lemma 4 Suppose the CCR matrix Θ in (13) is nonsingular, and
ξ and η are the quantum variables described in Lemma 3. Then
eξ eη = eX
TEX , (B6)
where E is a complex symmetric matrix of order n computed as
E = (4iΘ )−1 ln(E (A)E (B)), (B7)
with E the map from (B5).
Proof By applying (B3) and (B4) to the quantum variables in
(A1), specified by arbitrary symmetric matrices A,B ∈ Cn×n, and
using the Lie-algebraic isomorphism (B2), it follows that
ζ := ln(eξ eη ) = XTEX ,
where the matrix 4iΘE is related to 4iΘA and 4iΘB in the same
way as the quantum variable ζ is related to ξ and η :
4iΘE = 4iΘA+4iΘB+T (ad4iΘA,ad4iΘB, [4iΘA,4iΘB]),
and hence,
4iΘE = ln(E (A)E (B)),
thus establishing (B6) and (B7). 
By induction, Lemma 4 can be extended to products of an ar-
bitrary number of quadratic-exponential functions of the quantum
variables:
N−→
∏
k=1
eX
TCkX = eX
TEX , E = (4iΘ )−1 ln
N−→
∏
k=1
E (Ck), (B8)
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where C1, . . . ,CN are complex symmetric matrices. For example,
if N = 3 andC3 :=−C1, the matrix E in (B8) admits a closed-form
representation:
E = (4iΘ )−1 ln(E (C1)E (C2)E (−C1))
= (4iΘ )−1 lnexp(4iE (C1)ΘC2E (−C1))
=Θ−1E (C1)ΘC2E (−C1)
= E (Θ−1C1Θ )C2E (−C1)
= e4iC1ΘC2e
−4iΘC1 ,
where we have repeatedly used the identity S f (Z)S−1 = f (SZS−1)
for similarity transformations of functions of matrices [20]. Of
particular interest for our purposes is the following case, where
the presence of symmetries leads to additional properties of the
resulting matrix E in (B8).
Lemma 5 Suppose the self-adjoint quantum variables X1, . . . ,Xn
in (14) have a nonsingular CCR matrixΘ in (13). Also, let C1 and
C2 be real symmetric matrices of order n. Then the relation (B8),
considered for N = 3 and C3 := C1, holds with a real symmetric
matrix E.
Proof Since the matrix E is symmetric, it remains to prove that E
is real. In the case under consideration, the second equality in (B8)
takes the form
E = (4iΘ )−1 ln(E (C1)E (C2)E (C1)),
whose complex conjugation leads to
E = −(4iΘ )−1 ln(E (C1)E (C2)E (C1))
= −(4iΘ )−1 ln(E (−C1)E (−C2)E (−C1))
= −(4iΘ )−1 ln
((
E (C1)E (C2)E (C1)
)−1)
= (4iΘ )−1 ln(E (C1)E (C2)E (C1)) = E,
thus implying that E ∈ Rn×n. Here, we have also used the proper-
ties lnC= lnC and ln(C−1) =− lnC of the logarithm for complex
matrices. 
The properties of the matrix E in Lemma 5 are in line with
the self-adjointness of the quantum variable eX
TC1XeX
TC2XeX
TC1X
in the case of real symmetric matricesC1 andC2. Again, by induc-
tion, the lemma extends as
( N←−
∏
k=1
eX
TCkX
)
eX
TC0X
N−→
∏
k=1
eX
TCkX = eX
TEX , (B9)
with
E (E) =
( N←−
∏
k=1
E (Ck)
)
E (C0)
N−→
∏
k=1
E (Ck) (B10)
for arbitrary real symmetric matrices C0, . . . ,CN leading to a real
symmetric matrix E.
C Complex symplectic factorizations for second
order matrices
Consider an inverse problem of finding a factorization (B10) for
the matrix E (E), given by (B5), in the case of two quantum vari-
ables (n= 2) for a given diagonal matrix
E :=
[
a 0
0 b
]
= aE1+bE2, (C1)
where a and b are positive real numbers, and
E1 :=
[
1 0
0 0
]
, E2 :=
[
0 0
0 1
]
(C2)
are auxiliary matrices. In the case of (2× 2)-matrices being con-
sidered, the CCR matrix can be represented as
Θ = θJ =
[
0 θ
−θ 0
]
, (C3)
where θ ∈ R \ {0}, and use is made of the matrix J from (43).
Since
(iΘE)2 = −θ 2
[
0 b
−a 0
]2
= abθ 2I2
in view of (C1)–(C3), then the corresponding map (B5) acts as
E (E) = ∑
k>0
(4iΘE)2k
( 1
(2k)!
I2+
1
(2k+1)!
4iΘE
)
= ∑
k>0
(16abθ 2)k
(
1
(2k)!
I2+
4θ i
(2k+1)!
[
0 b
−a 0
])
= cosh(4θ
√
ab)I2+ isinh(4θ
√
ab)
[
0
√
b
a
−√ a
b
0
]
. (C4)
In the limit, as b→ 0 or a→ 0, the identity (C4) leads respectively
to
E (aE1) =
[
1 0
−4aθ i 1
]
, E (bE2) =
[
1 4bθ i
0 1
]
, (C5)
which can also be obtained by using the nilpotence of strictly trian-
gular matrices (more precisely, the second powers of the matrices
JE1 =
[
0 0
−1 0
]
and JE2 =
[
0 1
0 0
]
vanish). The triangular matrices
(C5) provide “building blocks” for the following complex sym-
plectic factorization.
Lemma 6 For any a,b> 0 in (C1), there exist α ,β ∈R satisfying
E (αE1)E (βE2)E (αE1) = E (E), (C6)
where the map E in (B5) is associated with the CCR matrix Θ in
(C3):
α =
1
4θ
tanh(2θ
√
ab)
√
a
b
, β =
1
4θ
sinh(4θ
√
ab)
√
b
a
. (C7)
Proof Indeed, the left-hand side of (C6) is computed as
E (αE1)E (βE2)E (αE1)
=
[
1 0
−4αθ i 1
][
1 4β θ i
0 1
][
1 0
−4αθ i 1
]
=
[
1 0
−4αθ i 1
][
1+16αβ θ 2 4β θ i
−4αθ i 1
]
=
[
1+16αβ θ 2 4β θ i
−8αθ(1+8αβ θ 2)i 1+16αβ θ 2
]
, (C8)
which is a matrix with unit determinant. By comparing the right-
hand sides of (C4) and (C8), it follows that (C6) is equivalent to a
set of two equations
1+16αβ θ 2 = cosh(4θ
√
ab), 4β θ = sinh(4θ
√
ab)
√
b
a
for α and β , whose solution is given by (C7) in view of the identi-
ties cosh(2φ)−1= 2(sinhφ)2 and sinh(2φ) = 2sinhφ coshφ . 
In particular, for the quantum-mechanical position and mo-
mentum operators q and p := −i∂q, whose CCR matrix is given
by (C3) with θ = 1
2
in view of [q, p] = iI , application of (B9),
(B10), (C6) and (C7) leads to
eaq
2+bp2 = eaq
2−b∂ 2q
= eαq
2
eβ p
2
eαq
2
= eαq
2
e−β∂
2
q eαq
2
, (C9)
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where
α =
1
2
tanh(
√
ab)
√
a
b
, β =
1
2
sinh(2
√
ab)
√
b
a
. (C10)
There is an analogy between (C6) (and its application to (C9))
and the factorizations in [8, Eqs. (5), (6)]. The relations (C9) (with
(C10)) can be verified on a dense set of infinitely differentiable
functions f : R→ C (of the position variable) with a sufficiently
fast decay of derivatives at infinity (a subset of the Schwartz space
[47]). The following lemma outlines such a verification for Gauss-
ian-shaped test functions
f (q) := e−γ(q−µ)
2
, γ > 0, µ ∈ R. (C11)
Up to a normalization factor, (C11) describes the Gaussian PDF√
γ
pi f with mean µ and variance
1
2γ .
Lemma 7 The relation (C9) for the position and momentum op-
erators, with α and β given by (C10), holds at the test functions f
in (C11), with
α
1+4αβ
< γ −α < 1
4β
. (C12)
Proof Since γ > α , then
eαq
2
f (q) = eαq
2−γ(q−µ)2
= e
−(γ−α)
(
q− γµγ−α
)2−γµ2+ (γµ)2γ−α
= e
−(γ−α)
(
q− γµγ−α
)2
+
αγµ2
γ−α (C13)
is proportional to the Gaussian PDF with mean
γµ
γ−α and variance
1
2(γ−α) . Now, e
β∂ 2q is an integral operator with the Markov tran-
sition kernel (at time t = 2β ) for an auxiliary Brownian motion
ξ (t) = ξ (0)+W (t), whereW is the standard Wiener process [32]
independent of the initial condition ξ (0). For any t > 0, the PDF
φ(t,q) of ξ (t) satisfies the heat PDE [14] ∂tφ =
1
2
∂ 2q φ , so that
φ(2β ,q) = eβ∂
2
q φ(0,q). With the class of Gaussian PDFs being
invariant under the heat semigroup,
e−β∂
2
q
(√ γ
pi
f (q)
)
=
√
γ˜
pi
e−γ˜(q−µ)
2
, γ˜ :=
γ
1−4β γ , (C14)
where the mean value µ remains unchanged, and γ˜ is found from
the equation 1
2γ˜
+2β = 1
2γ which relates the variances of the Gaus-
sian PDFs under the action of the heat semigroup, provided γ <
1
4β . Under the action of the right-hand side of (C9) on (C11), the
parameter γ is transformed as
γ 7→ γ−α 7→ γ −α
1−4β (γ −α) 7→
γ−α
1−4β (γ −α) −α ,
so that the corresponding variances are all positive if and only if γ
satisfies (C12). Now, consider the Gaussian-shaped functions un-
der the action of the left-hand side of (C9). To this end, we note
that if the parameters γ , µ in (C11) and an additional quantity
σ > 0 are smooth functions of time t > 0, then ψ(t,q) := σ f (q)
satisfies
∂tψ = (−γ˙q2+2(γµ)q+(lnσ − γµ2) )ψ , (C15)
where (·) := −∂t(·) denotes the partial time derivative. Further-
more,
f ′′(q) = 2γ(2γq2−4γµq+2γµ2−1) f (q). (C16)
From (C15) and (C16), it follows that the function ψ satisfies the
PDE
∂tψ = (aq
2−b∂ 2q )ψ (C17)
if the functions γ , µ and σ are governed by the set of three ODEs
γ˙ = 4bγ2−a, (C18)
(γµ)

= 4bγ2µ , (C19)
(lnσ − γµ2) = 2bγ(1−2γµ2), (C20)
the first of which is a scalar Riccati equation. The solution of
(C18)–(C20) leads to a manifold of Gaussian-shaped solutions
of the PDE (C17). Its comparison (at time t = 1) with the ac-
tion of the operator on the right-hand side of (C9) on (C11), that
is, (eαq
2
e−β∂
2
q eαq
2
)( f ), computed using (C13) and (C14), com-
pletes the proof. The details of these calculations are tedious and
are omitted. 
